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ABSTRACT 

This paper shows that Balducci hypothesis imposed on a survivorship 

function lx over a closed interval [o, w J is dual to the 'Uniform 

distribution of deaths' hypothesis imposed on the survivorship function 

1-1 over the same interval, where w is such that lw+l = 0. This fact w-x 

enablesus to give a simple visualization of interpolation relations 

For the sake of convenience, we shall refer to Balducci and the 'Uniform 

distribution of deaths' hypotheses as B - hypothesis and the U - hypothesis, 

respectively and impose superscriptsB and U on quantities such as tqx 

whenever appropriate. 

For each x in ( o,. w), we define 

1' E 1-1 
x w-x. 

Note that w is so chosen that 1w+1 m o. This is to prevent 1-1 from 
w-x 

taking an infinite value and therefore to assure that 1~ is a survivor

ship function over (o, w) • 
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Let us now impose B-hypothesis on 1 . Then we have, 
X 

age x less than w, 

1-1 -1 -1 - 1-1) (1) 
x+t 

1
x+1 - (1-t) (lx+l 

X ' 

where t varies between 0 and 1. It then follows that 

1' = 1-1 
x+t w-(x+t) 

-1 
Irw-(x+l)) + (1-t) 

for every integral 

-1 [ ) -1 
l[w-(x+l)) +1 - 1- (1-t) • (l[w-(x+l)]+1 

-1 
- 1 

w- (x+1)) 

-1 -1 ~ ) 
lw-x- t(lw-)( -1w-(JC+I) 

1~- t(l~ - 1~1). 

Hence 1~ assumes the U-hypothesis. We can also see from the above derivation 

that if lx assumes the U-hypothesis, then 1~ assumes B-hypothesis. 

Next, let us impose the U-hypothesis on lx. Let x be a fixed integer 

less than w. Since t~ is a linear function of t, we have 

(2) 
u 

t~ t. ~-
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This equality can also be seen to be true fran the diagram: 

,.---f.~ 

X X-t;t 

Fran the following diagram, 
,..--it~ 

VIe see that 

Then it follows fran (2) that 

(/., u -I{ ·1)( 
-IU X-tt = I-t. ·f)( 

By setting h = 1-t in equality (3) we have 

(3) 

X+\ 

u (1-,t). fx 
1-t tx-tt = I- i ·'tx 

which can also be seen to be true fran the following diagram. 

X Xrl X+ I 
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Finally, let us impose B-hypothesis on lx. We have shown that 1~ assumes the U-hypothesis. 

Hence we have 

(Lf) 

When t•l, we see that 

(5) 

Combining (3), (4), and (5), we have 

;t~: ;t·1x = ( J-.t)· 'fx \-
(6) 

('1) -rJ ~t.t = ix-1-.t - 1 xt.t-t-.a. 
:e x.,..t 

Similarly, we have 

I -1 
:= ..e-~-+!T~ -.e.)ft;t 

:e;+.t"+-t.. 

= 
.1..1 I 

w-l'ICr.t-r.t..) - .e w- (x+:t) 

"f'w-(x+.tr-1!..) 

= 1-' u {. w-(J'+~+.e..> 

l(t'u = rw-t>Ctl)] -to ( 1- .t-~) 

= ~ · 1' )1-<x+l) 
\- (t-.t-~)· ~./U w-(.x+t) 

- -tt·i~ 
- (!-t"-{:..). ~X 
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From the following diagram 

x+:t 

1-

x+t-t~ x+l 

~ ~ u )I 
f' 

Diagram 6 

we see that 

g 'l' u 
-P-_1](t-t = -(0 (W-("+1)]+(1-.t~) -

For practical purpose, we consolidate Diagram 4 into 

w-x 

which is the dual of Diagram I. From Diagram 7, we see that 

Next, we consolidate Diagram 5 into 

----- ;t ..._..._ __ 
r "" 

vJ-X w- Cx+:t) w-(x+l) 

which is the dual of Diagram3. From Diagram 8, we see that 
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) 

= I -(1-.t-.a)·1x 

Diagram 7 

Diagram 8 



It follows that 

= 

Finally we consolidate Diagram 6 into 

w-x w-txt.t) w-(X+l) 

Diagram 9 

which is the dual of Diagram 2. From Diagram 9, we see that 

It follows that 

= = 1-(1-.t-a.J·&.~~ 
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